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http://www.scubeservices.in/
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Today’s Security Landscape and Need
› As the ransomware scourge keeps on spreading, ask yourself how helpless your business is to Cyber threats. 

› The cyber security concern in global world is confronting a wide range of organizations. The costs incurred by a data breach can be destructive for any 
business, which makes it imperative to have cyber security conventions and standards. Despite the  boundless actions to control cyber security risks and 
real advances in IT security innovation and practices, the quantity of cyber security issues debilitating organizations has really grown in the past few years. 

› The vulnerabilities of today’s cyber security are not the vulnerabilities of yesterday. They will proceed to develop and change as time advances. That is the 
reason it's important that organizations remain avant-garde with regards to conceivable dangers to the security of their IT frameworks and data.

› The world is connected, information & integrations are what makes it go round. Information includes sensitive data, personally identifiable data (PII), 
protected health information (PHI), intellectual property, payment card information. It is important to protect information from theft and/or damage.

› Apart from risk, organizations need to also take a look at compliance requirements and regulations depending on their respective sectors (example 
PCIDSS, EAL/CC) and countries they operate in. (example – GDPR, HIPAA, SOX, etc.,)

The rising danger of cyberattacks - Cyber threats are expanding in number and advancement, In the past 10 years the most reported cyber attacks were malicious code, Trojans 
and advanced worms, botnets, DNS attacks and spam sites. But today the cyber criminals are challenging the world with new malwares such as bitcoin wallet stealers, ransomware, 
PoS assaults, to give some examples.

Transformation in information security requirements - The Data security requirements are changing at a quickly quickening rate, as the Hackers are relentless and finding new 
techniques to penetrate a malware in the system. This makes the organizations to face complex challenges in the process of preparing for information security incidents

Traditional security solutions are ineffective for long-term - Security solutions such as (intrusion detection systems, antivirus, encryption, prevention systems, patching, etc.) 
are still a key control for combatting today’s known attacks. As Intruders find new ways of avoiding such controls, the effectiveness of such solutions diminishes over time

Gaps in finding the incidents  - Organizations frequently do not have the capacity to identify data security occurrences because of essentially unavoidable gaps in detecting the 
incidents in their infrastructure.
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Security Transformation services

› We provide a layered security approach that addresses the 
solution/infrastructure as a whole. 

› Our security life cycle services comprises of people, 
processes and technologies that provide secure access to 
your business applications, from anywhere and from any 
device.

› We indeed integrate the best security testing practices of 
the industry (BSIMM, CREST, etc.,) conforming to Information 
Security compliance standards and our commitment to 
ensure the highest possible confidentiality. Every activity is 
performed only after identifying the complete architecture of 
the solution/network and its complexity. 
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Risk & Compliance Services
Cyber Security as a Service, predominantly Offensive Security, Attack Surface review, VAPT, Application Security, Hardening while a shift-left service viz., 
Secure Code Review is offered as best practice. affordable SOC & IR services (Basic to full feature) using managed XDR solution with a cloud native SIEM. 
Also offered are regional and industry/regulatory compliance services.
Risk focussed
-- Offensive security,
-- Vulnerability assessment and penetration testing,
-- Secure code reviews.
-- SOC & Incident Response.
-- Risk Data Analytics (using Splunk or ELK Stack)
* (in future) IOT security services

Compliance focussed
-- Standards/Regulations/Methodologies
(Qatar – qCERT NIA & SSQA; Bahrain - CBB Compliance
Europe - GDPR/CREST; US - NIST/HIPAA;
India – Cert-In & PDP; Global – PCIDSS/ BSIMM / FIFA SCF;)
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Team
Our premium global tactical service is delivered by international consultant team holding OSCP / CRTE / SANS 
certifications and relevant delivery expertise. Our consultants are working across Americas, Middle East and Asia.

Our team members have experience working for CERT, Big-4 accounting firms, ISPs, Infrastructure Companies and MNC 
Banks, Security Consulting companies.
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Our services



Development Security (SecDLC) – Security by Design

Software applications are integral components of an organization’s 
success. Unfortunately, while applications are built to support faster 
growth and enhanced user experience, these are also prone to security 
incidents in the absence of appropriate security mechanisms.

With the rising adoption of software applications in business, an increase 
in cybersecurity attacks shows an upward trend. Out of all such attacks, 
study reveals that most of cyber security attacks are carried out in the 
application layer. 

To tackle such attacks, an efficient Application Security (AppSec) 
mechanism requires a combination of tools and practices for identifying, 
remediating, and preventing security vulnerabilities throughout the 
application development life cycle (using OWASP guidelines and BSIMM 
approach). By proactively fixing vulnerabilities, security teams improve 
the application’s security posture since threats are mitigated before being 
exploited in production.

As the cybersecurity landscape evolves, so do the tools and techniques 
used to secure applications. To mitigate cybersecurity threats, there are 
several commonly referred to as best practices and application security 
tools. 



Onion Skin Approach for Security Assessment

“We provide a perspective of your organization’s digital infrastructure 
from the eye of a hacker”

Our approach is based on an ‘onion skin’ model. This gives a clear idea 
of the extent of vulnerability broken down by potential attack category. 
We follow CREST methodology.

While external hacking attacks attract greatest attention, internal 
security weaknesses account for the vast majority of security and 
services intrusions.
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Vulnerability Assessment & Penetration Testing

› Vulnerability Assessment tools uncover all 
possible network weaknesses, leaving customers 
guessing as to which vulnerabilities pose real, 
imminent threats.

› Penetration Testing safely exploits vulnerabilities 
to eliminate "false positives" and reveal tangible 
threats. Penetration test results enable IT staff to 
delineate critical security issues that require 
immediate attention from those that pose lesser 
risks.



Vulnerability Assessment
Infrastructure Security:  
› Vulnerability assessments on Internal/ External 

network 
› Network architecture and firewall review
› Host and network device review

Application Security:
› Application vulnerability assessment is to 

maintain a resilient web presence, by detecting 
and remediating vulnerabilities.  This process 
involves:

› Identify vulnerabilities visible from the Internet
› Security assessments over client-server 

application and Web .
› Mobile application assessments across most 

platforms.
› Software development lifecycle (SDLC) reviews
› Application architecture assessments
› Custom services as requested

Methodology
› Preparation  In this phase, a formal contract is signed 

which also contains a Non-Disclosure Agreement. The 
contract also outlines infrastructure perimeter, 
evaluation activities, time schedules and resources 
available to a tester

› Scanning After gathering the preliminary information 
we will identify systems that are alive and reachable via 
the Network/Internet, and what services they offer. We 
define the Scan policy for each target. Scan policy to 
define the level of – Scan, Information gathering, policy 
checking, port scanning, Password analysis, attack 
stimulation etc. We perform followings activities based 
on the architecture and complexity of the network.

› Enumeration If acquisition and non-intrusive probing 
have not turned up any results, then a tester will next 
turn to identifying valid user accounts or poorly 
protected resource shares.

› Vulnerability Analysis Vulnerability Analysis is the act 
of determining which security holes and vulnerabilities 
may be applicable to the target network or host. The 
vulnerability analysis phase is started after some 
interesting hosts are identified via scanning tools and is 
preceded by the enumeration phase. 

› Documentation
› Submission of Reports 



Penetration Testing
External Penetration Testing

Audit of vulnerabilities that could be misused by 
external users without proper rights or credential to 
access a system

Internal Penetration Testing

Identifying and protecting internal threats and prevent 
internal users from misusing their privileges

Application Penetration Testing

Our application penetration testing services cover a 
wide scope, including web-based applications, mobile 
applications and complex reverse engineering of 
‘thick-client’ applications. As part of our approach, we 
prefer to review source code, Where possible.
To identify vulnerabilities in the applications, Our grey 
box methodology combines white box testing with our 
black box testing techniques

Methodology
› Exploitation Our approach is to review the list of 

vulnerabilities collected in the VA stage and sort 
them by likelihood of success and potential harm to 
the target network to see which may be helpful in 
our exploitation efforts. We examine the list of 
known vulnerabilities and potential security holes 
on the various target hosts and determine which 
are most likely to be fruitful. Next we pursue 
exploiting those vulnerabilities to gain access on 
the target system. Primary targets are open ports 
and potentially vulnerable applications

› Cleaning Up Remove all testing traces of 
compromised systems based on the detailed and 
exact list of all actions performed during the 
penetration test; returning the system and any 
compromised systems to the exact configurations 
that they had prior to the penetration test.

› Reporting



Other Tactical Services
1. Web Application Security: Attempts to compromise 
data, elevate privileges, or gain unauthorized access to 
your application. Perform dynamic application security 
(DAST), a type of black box security testing in which tests 
are performed by attacking an application from 
outside/inside.

2. Mobile Application Security (iOS and Android): 
Assess the security perimeters within a mobile 
environment. Focus on static analysis, local file analysis, 
dynamic analysis, reverse engineering etc.,

3. API Security: APIs are used to connect various 
applications and services. As data flows through them, 
security is very important to prevent data leakage. It 
focuses on mitigating the authentication, authorization, 
resource level access control, input validation etc.,
 
4. Secure Source Code Review: Static Application 
Security Testing (SAST) can help analyze source code or 
compiled versions of code to find security flaws. 

5. Secure Configuration Review of Network Devices: 
Discover vulnerabilities in firewalls, switches and routers, 
automatically prioritized to your organization.

6. Hardening Servers using Benchmarks: Review and 
implement the configuration best practices for securely 
configuring a system using CIS Benchmarks.

7. Third Party Reviews: Review the internal controls to 
ensure  effective implemetation of control systems across 
organization/function or your supply chain or outsourced 
vendor services/development efforts.



SOC Technology & Service

1. Tool: cloud hosted XDR w/SIEM:
 
Managed detection and response solution with cloud hosted 
SIEM solution, designed by exFireEye/Mandiant Team. This 
solution is customized to local tech stack, threat intel and 
regulatory needs.

2. Service: SOC MDR: 

Basic to full service Security Managed Detection & 
Response service (IR) with SOC team operating between 
South America and India during (local timezone) day time 
to offer 24/7 support.



1. Tool: cloud hosted XDR w/SIEM





2. Service: SOC MDR
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